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NASIG Digital Preservation Task Force

Raise awareness of digital preservation.

Develop some best practices for the industry. 

Marketing digital preservation to a broad range of library administrations and publishers. 

Chair: Shannon Regan (NYPL)

James Phillpotts (Oxford University Press), Wendy Robertson (University of Iowa), Heather Staines 
(hypothes.is), Zach Van Stanley (University of Denver)

Board Liaison: Ted Westervelt



What is Digital Preservation?

“Digital preservation refers to the series of managed activities 
necessary to ensure continued access to digital materials for 
as long as necessary” (definition from the Digital Preservation 
Coalition). It is a suite of services and an ongoing process.

https://dpconline.org/handbook/organisational-activities/creating-digital-materials


What you should know about Digital Preservation?

● Main Digital Preservation Services
● Other tips and resources



LOCKSS (Lots of Copies, Keep Stuff Safe)

A distributed network to preserve content as it appears on the publisher’s site, with regular integrity checks 
of the data. 

Global LOCKSS Network (GLN) preserves content:

● Available online (open access and subscription-only)
● No cost, but limited space. 

Private LOCKSS Network (PLN)

● Examples: MetaArchive, PKP
● One type of software or a specific geographic area. 
● Any digital content, not only books and journals. 



CLOCKSS (Controlled LOCKSS Network)

CLOCKSS is:

● A dark archive of scholarly publications
● Preserved using LOCKSS
● A “trigger event” (content not available from any publisher) makes content freely available with a 

creative commons license.
● Publisher cost based on annual journal or ebook revenue. 
● Libraries may join as a supporting members
● Membership is not required to access triggered content.



CLOCKSS for Library Publishers

● Digital Commons: Bepress Agreement in place. (32 publishers)
● OJS: No Agreement is necessary. (24 Publishers) 
● Plug-ins for both platforms, so minimal set-up. 
● Harvesting approach = publishers do not need to do work at their end. 
● Other: 

○ IUScholarworks from Indiana University Libraries, 
○ Divided Society from Linen Hall Library (in Ireland)
○ Utrecht University Library Open Access Journals.



Portico

Portico is a community supported dark archive to ensure electronic content remains accessible for the long 
term. 

● Primary access is a “trigger event.” 
● Portico makes content available for use.
● Open content stays open. 
● Cost to publishers is based on annual journal or ebook revenue.
● A library that publishes may choose to join both as a library and as a publisher.



Portico: Info for Library Publishers

● OJS: export plugins available for  OJS 3.0 and 2.4.1+ (Currently from Github but soon PKP 3.1 plugin, 
so available through the OJS UI.)

● Digital Commons included in Portico
● Other systems: Portico will work with library/publisher to get the package how they need it to be; Portico 

can accept the metadata in a spreadsheet (template), then transform to XML



Consortial Trusted Digital Repositories

Some libraries have partnered to create a Trusted Digital Repository (TDR) meeting specific international 
standards (ISO 16363). 

Currently six have been certified (including CLOCKSS and Portico):

● Canadiana.org

● Chronopolis

● Hathitrust

● Scholars Portal (a consortia of 21 university libraries in Ontario, Canada)



Other tips and resources:

Keepers Registry

Index of journals preserved by one or more archiving agencies. 

● Librarians can check that titles in their collection have been preserved. 
● As a publisher, heck that your titles are correctly listed with preservation coverage as you expect. 

For additional information, see our Guide to the Keepers Registry.



Other tips and resources (continued):

Library of Congress’ Recommended Formats Statement

Provides good guidance for publications in all formats to make sure they will last through time.

Digital Preservation Handbook (by Digital Preservation Coalition)

An internationally authoritative and practical guide for:

● Managing digital resources over time
● Issues in sustaining access to them. 



Links to Digital Preservation Task Force Documents

● Digital Preservation 101

● Guide to The Keeper’s Registry

● Talking Points and Questions to ask Publishers about Digital Preservation

http://www.nasig.org/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu=311&pk_association_webpage=13829
http://www.nasig.org/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu=311&pk_association_webpage=13830
http://www.nasig.org/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu=311&pk_association_webpage=13831


Digital Preservation 
and Small Library Publishers
Wendy C. Robertson
University of Iowa
Library Publishing Forum 22 May 2018, Minneapolis, MN

© 2018 Wendy C Robertson

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Big University, Small Publisher

“Pentacrest, The University of Iowa, 1958”, http://digital.lib.uiowa.edu/cdm/ref/collection/ictcs/id/100

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I represent a small, US, library publisher, at the University of Iowa, an R1 institution. Our University Press does not publish journals and is not affiliated with the Library. The library publishes 12 current titles using Digital Commons software, and 1 that is a hybrid of Digital Commons and WordPress. We have less than 1 FTE assigned to our journal publishing. At this time, our journals are primarily PDFs, although some also have html versions of some articles, and we have a little media content.



“Round Tuit” by Denise Mattox, https://www.flickr.com/photos/denisemattox/3382089636
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Previously I worked with our licensed resources and knew the importance of having these potentially ephemeral assets be preserved. I have been concerned about preservation of our locally published journal content since at least 2007, before we selected software for journal publishing. The University of Iowa Libraries has a strong institutional commitment to preservation. Just because we knew it was important didn’t mean I had the time to prioritize doing as much as I knew we should but am eventually getting a round to it.



http://www.nasig.org/site_page.cfm?pk_association_webpage_menu=311&pk_association_webpage=13829

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the context of NASIG, I have learned about and presented on the importance of journal preservation. I was particularly interested in being on the Digital Preservation Task Force in the context of helping other small publishers learn what they needed to do. 



https://twitter.com/doug_ellison/status/991152866554400768?s=03

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First a bit on the “Not preservation” section. We are on solid ground with backups, even if we don’t have one on Mars. The content is hosted and so we automatically have offsite copies. We receive quarterly backups and those files go with our locally digitized assets in our storage managed our Digital Preservation Librarian.



https://wayback.archive-it.org/org-120/*/http://inpress.lib.uiowa.edu/poroi
https://wayback.archive-it.org/org-120/*/http://ir.uiowa.edu/poroi/

Archive-It (Internet Archive)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have subscribed to Archive-It since about 2007. From the beginning, we made sure that journals elsewhere on campus were included in our archive. We also archived online journals before they moved into our repository. We did not begin regularly archiving the journals in our repository until 2016.



http://www.lockss.org/keepers/keepers-LOCKSS-report.csv 

UIowa Titles in Global LOCKSS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have submitted our titles to the Global LOCKSS Network since 2010. We have not opted to participate in a Private LOCKSS Network (PLN). There is a webform for a publisher to request to be included in LOCKSS. We considered this adequate for several years, although ideally I knew our journals ought to be in Portico as well.The csv file of titles in the Global LOCKSS network comes from the Keeper’s Registry. Note that just because something has been included in LOCKSS, doesn’t mean it is fully included yet. A Private LOCKSS Network should allow you to get more complete coverage more quickly. 



https://thekeepers.org/journals?query=2160-5270

Title in Keeper’s Registry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I should also note that although we are members of HathiTrust, we have not submitted any of our journals to it. We have actually not yet sent any locally digitized content to HathiTrust. However, some of our old, digitized content is also in it. I wish HathiTrust presented journal issue and article content better rather than only have bound volume level details.



https://www.portico.org/join/how-publishers-can-join/

Joining Portico as a Publisher

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In part because of the NASIG TF, last year we investigated adding our journals to Portico. Portico costs are based on annual revenue from journals. Because our journals are free, It was easy to convince our Preservation Department to spend the $250.Portico has experience working with OJS, Digital Commons, and other common journal publishering software. They would like metadata in XML and the full content file, typically a PDF. CrossRef XML is acceptable. We thought our quarterly backup files would be easiest to provide and Portico agreed they would work. As part of their ingest process, Portico transforms the metadata to the NISO Journal Publishing Tag Set (JATS) (formerly known as NLM XML)



Portico Required Metadata
Journal Title
Journal P-ISSN (if available)
Journal E-ISSN 
Article ID (DOI if available)
PDF File Name
Article Title
Authors

Publication Date
Volume
Issue 
Supplement (if relevant)
First Page
Last Page
Copyright Statement

Excerpt from Portico Submission Guidelines 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portico has a list of required metadata elements. However, we did not actually have all the metadata in our records. We had a field for the complete citation, mapped to dcterms:bibliographicCitation but not separate fields for the volume and issue. I quickly added them. I should note that the volume and issue are somewhat available in the URL created in Digital Commons. However, those URLs do not account for combined issues and volumes, and the structure assumes there is always both a volume and issue, but many of our titles only have a volume number.We were way behind on creating DOIs but were ramping up to add them to all our journals. While a DOI is not required, we were so close to adding them that we decided to wait to submit files to Portico until we had minted them. We hired a student and this semester she has been minting DOIs for all our journals using CrossRef.



The Library of Congress in 1902, public domain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Library_of_Congress#/media/File:The_Library_of_Congress,_Washington-LCCN2008678216.jpg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meanwhile, I also wanted to submit our files to the Library of Congress as another preservation option (which would give us the magic 3, for robust preservation). The Library of Congress has not really reached out to library publishers yet, but my NASIG colleague Ted Westervelt at the Library of Congress encouraged me to submit our files. We are hoping that one of the results of the NASIG TF will be to have more library publishers submit their journals to the Library of Congress. The LC tech people looked at our backup files and said that as long as we included volume, issue, and ideally DOI, the files would work for them. If library publishers had consistent OAI metadata, Ted indicated LC could work with that. However, given that qualified Dublin Core is not implemented consistently, a standard format like JATS would be preferred.



Tulips, 2 May 2018, Wendy Robertson, CC-BY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fast forward to our most recent quarterly backup, 4 May, which has given me not much time before LPF to submit the files. My first step was to zip the files as is and ftp to Portico. My next step was to convert the files to JATS. 



Review your 
files to make 
sure all is well

Keep Calm and Carry On poster, 1939, public domain, wartimeposters.co.uk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The good part of the JATS conversion is that I actually looked at the files in our backup in detail. This is an important outcome of improving our preservation. Late on a Friday, I realized we had an encoding problem. Our backup files were actually in Unicode but the xml declaration said 'iso-8859-1'. I have reported this to bepress and hopefully it will be fixed for everyone soon, but on Monday I needed to do a replace in the files before submitting to Portico.



UTF-8 Disguised as iso-8859-1

http://ir.uiowa.edu/mathal/vol5/iss1/2/



Privacy

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BSRVblTZeRLaaxHl58aeuD0Dqs_imJTP2MsTyhum8HA/edit?usp=sharing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I realized that each title is just a bit different, so my JATS transformation needed tweaks for each title, and sometimes ranges of volumes within a title. For example, journals that had retrospective content posted versus those that use the editorial system use dates differently in our system. Our data also has differences when there is a print ISSN. Also, our metadata lacks the city of publication, easily added, and issue titles, which took a bit more fiddling. 



JATS

https://jats.nlm.nih.gov/publishing/tag-library/1.2d1/index.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I realized that each title is just a bit different, so my JATS transformation needed tweaks for each title, and sometimes ranges of volumes within a title. For example, journals that had retrospective content posted versus those that use the editorial system use dates differently in our system. Our data also has difference when there is a print ISSN. Also, our metadata lacks the city of publication, easily added, and issue titles, which took a bit more fiddling. Altering the xsl as needed is something I can do but is not something for Portico or LC to do, another reason for me to be responsible for transforming to JATS. My code is in GitHub. It relies on our local fields for some data, but could be a starting place for others interested in transforming their article metadata to JATS. The current status is that both Portico and LC are reviewing the files to see if everything is good in my metadata, in the files names, and the structure.



https://github.com/wendycr/digital-commons/blob/master/digital-commons-backup2JATS.xsl

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Altering the xsl as needed is something I can do but is not something for Portico or LC to do, another reason for me to be responsible for transforming to JATS. My code is in GitHub. It relies on our local fields for some data, but could be a starting place for others interested in transforming their article metadata to JATS.  The current status is that both Portico and LC are reviewing the files to see if everything is good in my metadata, in the files names, and the structure.



http://ir.uiowa.edu/iowa-historical-review/about.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the files are in Portico and at LC, we will add this to the journals ties, along with our statement that they are in the Global LOCKSS network. We will also add a link to the Keeper’s Registry from our information about our journal publishing services.



Future

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another benefit of converting our metadata to JATS is that it is system agnostic. We have been on Digital Commons for over nine years. I know that there are many more journal publishing options today than when we last looked in 2008, and our local development expertise is vastly greater now. As with any software product, we always look to future migrations. This is not to say we are planning to leave Digital Commons, but that I expect there will be a migration sometime in our future. By submitting our files in JATS, future deposits to Portico and LC should remain consistent for our content.One outcome from this presentation I would like is to gather journal titles/issns from library publishers and look them up in the Keeper’s Registry. NASIG and LPC could work together to target specific publishers who might need assistance ensuring their titles are well preserved.



Library Publishing Curriculum

https://educopia.org/deliverables/library-publishing-curriculum

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1uNMuDDQPe6rF20cmue2U6dTzsCGTctXW

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Addendum: The Library Publishing Curriculum, Sustainability Module includes a section on Preservation (section 4)



Preservation Policies
And Why Every Publisher Needs One

Jeremy Morse
Michigan Publishing
Library Publishing Forum 2018



Preservation 

● It’s not just a technology issue
○ … though we tend to talk about it that way

● It’s a commitment of resources over the long term
○ Time

○ Attention

○ Active management

● It’s a series of decisions



Each of these suggests a different level of commitment

… and might vary by content type, or site by site.

● Bitwise
● Migration
● Emulation

Preservation Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The three main strategies you hear about:



● Preserving the data exactly as it is
● No promise of future usability or viability
● “Garbage in, garbage out”

Bitwise Preservation



● Reformat the content over time
● Guards against obsolescence
● Easiest with open standards
● Targets discrete components (i.e. individual files)

Migration-based Preservation



● Preserving the software that serves the content
○ So the content can continue to be used “as is”

● Put it in some kind of wrapper that then gets migrated
○ Emulation

○ Virtualization

○ Containerization

Emulation-based Preservation



● Static snapshots
○ Lossy migration, or cheap emulation?

● Distribution
○ Geographic

○ Institutional

Other Preservation Strategies



We usually talk about how we 
preserve stuff...



Have we thought about what
exactly we’re preserving?



Preservation Policy 

Making deliberate, transparent choices about what aspects of a publication you’re 
preserving…

… and what aspects you’re not.

Make sure our choices are explicit, 

… not implicit and, perhaps, unintended.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
,,,And what should our preservation policy define?…So where does that start?



“The Version of Record”

What constitutes it? Whatever contributes directly to the scholarly argument

● Text
● Embedded assets

○ figures
○ tables
○ maybe video, etc.

● Metadata
○ For the work as a whole
○ For the components

● Relationships among the parts
○ Structural metadata
○ Linked data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consciously or unconsciously, this is where we start.The conversation often stops here, with a migration strategy in mind. But what does this potentially leave out?



Supplemental Materials

● Research datasets
● Supporting documents compiled during research
● Material that was cut for length

○ Additional figures

○ Longer versions of audio, video

○ Additional appendices

● Author annotations
○ Branded hypothes.is layer?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional material to consider in a migration strategy.Of course, ideally, this all would have accompanying metadata.



The Engagement Layer

aka AboutWare, Brochureware

● Things that might be in a print journal’s frontmatter
○ Editorial Board

○ Submission guidelines

○ Etc.

● Public comments and annotation
● Open review notes
● Marketing and promotional materials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Usually treated as ephemera, but some future historian could be interested in this stuff!



The Application Layer

● “Look and feel”
○ For more dynamic content

○ Design changes over time

● Navigation elements
● The software itself

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The kinds of things an emulation strategy seeks to preserve.



Probably not!

This is expensive, and resources are finite.

Can we preserve it all?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But if there’s something we’re not going to preserve, better if that was a conscious decision than something we wish later we had thought about. 



What we preserve, 
and what we don’t, 

should be a matter of choice, 
not happenstance.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m sorry if this is shouty. But this is the main point I want to make.Or in a word: Management.



Preservation Statement

● To answer the questions:
○ What will future scholars find when they follow a citation?

○ How faithful will a future version of this publication be?

● In the interest of
○ Transparency

■ Akin to a Privacy Statement or Accessibility Statement

○ Trustworthiness

■ Our constituencies expect libraries to take care of this problem!



Preservation Statement should say...

● What we’re preserving
○ In other words, what we’re contributing to the Permanent Scholarly Record

● What we’re not preserving
○ The things we consider ephemeral

● What level of commitment we’re making
○ Preservation level (bitwise, migration, etc.)

■ Maybe we just take a snapshot of the look & feel once a year?
○ Period of commitment

■ And a stated period for revising the policy

I’ll be posting ours on www.fulcrum.org

I’d like to see yours!

http://www.fulcrum.org/


https://fulcrum.org

@fulcrumpub

fulcrum-info@umich.edu
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